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1. Introduction. 
The Banach-Stone theorem says in the language vre will use, that if two 
commutative * C -algebras are isometrical isomorphic, then they are isomorphic as 
* C -algebras. In this formulation there are two natural questions, does the 
theorem hold for non commutative c*-algebras, and is it possible to replace 
isometrical isomorphic with nearly ieonetrical isomorphic. 
A complete unswer to the first question was given by Kadison ~n [9}, and 
M. Cambern settled the second in the afirmative in [5]. 
In section 3 we show that Camberds result may be partially extended to non 
commutative von Neumann algebras having the property that any normal representation 
of the algebra has property P ( [17] , [18}). \-J'c call this property M, (M for 
mixing [li] ) • 
In section 2 we show that the class of von Neumann algebras having property 
M is closed under various operations, and that it contains type I and hyper-
finite algebras. 
When we have the result of section 3 that a nearly isometric completely 
positive map of a von Neumann algebra having property M is close to a • isomorphism 
between the algebras, we nearly have proved that von Neumann algebras whose unitballs 
are close in the Hausdorff metric, are unitatirly equivalent via a unitary close to 
the identity. 
The only thing we then have to prove ~s, that if ~ is an isomorphism of a 
von Neumann algebra A having property M onto a von Neumann algebra B, acting 
on the same Hilbertspace, and ~ satisfies for same positive k less than one and 
any x in A 
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then ~ is implemented by a unitary in (A U B)", whose distance to the identity 
1 
is less than 22k. (Proposition 4.2). 
In the end of section 4 we show how this proposition, which holds for any 
von Ueumann algebra if B = A, is the keypoint in the sence that we mey- replace 
property M, in the theorems where we use it, by the property that proposition 4.2 
is valid for &~ von Neumann algebra isomorphic to A. 
* Section 5 is devoted to the study of perturbations of C -algebras,and we show 
that the general hypothesis that close algebras are isomorphic via a unitary close 
"i 
to the identity, is true for the most elementary algebras, namely commutative c*-
. * algebras and 1deal C -algebras. 
Finally we show that neighbouring representations sometimes are unitarily 
equivalent. 
I want to thank professor E. St¢rmer for his help and kind hospitality during 
my st~ at the University of Oslo. I also want to thank G. Elliot for drawing my 
attention to the work [5T of M. Cambern. 
2. Notation and preliminaries. 
A von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbertspace H 1s a weakly closed self-
adjoint subalgebra of the algebra B(H) of all abounded operators on H, which 
contains the identity I of B( H). In the former papers, [6], [121, [14} on 
perturbation theory, the identity of B(H) is not assumed to be in the algebras 
under consideration, but this restriction makes computations simpler, and it is of 
nothing but technical interest for the theory, not to restrict the problems to this 
case. 
Let A be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbertspace H, then we will 
let A , A and A' 
s.a. u 
denot the positive cone in A, the unitball of 
...,. 3 -
A1 the selfadjoint part of A, the group of unitaries in A and the commutant 
of A • 
. For an element x in B(H) we write coA(x} for the weak closure of the 
convex hull of the set of all operators u*xu, with u a unitary ~n A. 
We s~ that x is mobile relative to A if coA (x) () A' + 0 and that A 
is mixing or has property P if every x ~n B(H} is mobile relative to A 
( 1}1] • [18] } • 
Unfortunately we do not know if property P is an algebraic invariant for 
a von Neumann algebra, so we have to introduce the following. 
2.1 Definition. 
A von Neumann algebra A has property M if any von Neumann algebra B, 
isomorphic to A has property P. 
2.2 Proposition. 
Let A be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbertspace H. 
( i} If A is generated by a family (A a) atiD of mutually commuting sub von 
Neumann algebras having property M, Then A has property M. 
(ii) If A is generated by an increasing directed set (A ) ,T'I of sub von Neumann 
a. a.~ 
algebras having property M, then A has property M. 
Proof. 
The proof in [17}, 4.4.16 proposition P•P• 208-209 applies to property M 
as well as to property P. 
2.3 Remark. 
Any type I von Neumann algebra and any hypcrfinite algebra has property M 
([L7]. 4.4.17}, any finite or infinite tensorproduct of algebras having property 
M, has property M ( 2. 2( i)). 
Suppose that A is a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbertspace H and that A 
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contains a weakly dense sub c*-algebra ~which is strongly amenable 
([41 Def. 2 p.564)~ we can without loss of generality assume that I belongs 
to Qt. The predual of B(H) ~s a Banach (}"[. module with the canonical products 
(a.,<P) +<P(s..) 1 (tp,a) + cp( .• a) .. Let x be in B(H) then the map a + [a,x] is 
a derivation of ~into B(H), so there exists 
- *I ~ -z 6 co{ (ux-xu)u U6. '"'"u} = coot (x)-x, such that 
[a,x1 = - [a.,z] for all a in at • Write z = y-x then for 
each a in Ol. [a,x] = - ( !3-,y] - [a,x]), hence y c:. A' and 
A has property M. 
2.4 Definition. 
For subspaces R and S of a mormed space 
II R-S il = max( sup 
r&Rl 
2.5 Theorem 
inf II r-s II>, 
s'"S., 
J. 
( sup 
sf£ 1 
inf II r-s II> 
r6R1 
Let A and B be von Neumann algebras on a Hilbertspace H. 
If II A-B II .:;_ k .:;_ ~ and A and B both have property M then II A' -B' II < 2k. 
Proof. 
Let x~(A')1 take y E:. coB(x) n B' then 
II x-y II .:;_ sup llx-u*xull = sup llux-xull 
uE-B uE:B 
u u 
for each u in B there exists z in A such that 
u 
llz-ull.:;_k, then llux-xull =II (u-z)x-x(u-zll ~ 2k and llx-yll.:;_ 2k. 
The theorem follows. 
We think that property M is redundant ~n Theorem 2.5 and an indication 
is seen in the next proposition. 
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2.6 Proposition. 
iet A and B be von Neumann algebras on a Hilbertspace H if 
then B' c: (A' U B)". 
~oof. 
Let p be a projection in An B' then there exists a projection q in 
B such that IIP-qjl ~ 2k. ( [6] Lemma 2.1). Since p and q commute and 2k < 1 
we must have p= q so A nB' c B which is equivalent to the statement in the propo-
sition. 
It seems surprising that IIA-BII < ~ implies An B' is abelian. 
3. Nearly isometric mappings. 
In [9} Kadison proved a non commutative version of the Banach-Stone theorem, 
and showed that a positive isometry between c* algebras is a Jordanhomomorphism. 
Another point of view is found in r5] where M. Cambern shows that commutative 
c* algebras t::Jt and (jj , which are nearly isomorphic as Banach-spaces are isOI!l.orphic 
* as C algebras. 
What follows here is that to a completely positive nearly isometric map ~ 
of a von Neumann algebra A having property M onto another B, there exists a 
* isomorphism 1jJ of A onto B such that II <I> - TP II is small. 
Let n be a natural number and let M be the algebra of all complex 
n 
n x n matrices, a linear map <I> of a c* algebra cJt into B(H) for some Hilbert-
space H is completely positive, if the map 
by <I> (a .. )= (<I>(a .. )) 
n l.J l.J 
is positive for each 
<I> 
n 
n. 
of 0(. (8) Mn into B(H) (8) Mn 
In [1] Arveson discusses 
given 
completely positive maps and gives a proof of Stinesprings theorem ~9] which we 
want to formulate in the following w~. 
3.1 Theorem (Stinespring). 
* Let {/(.. be a C algebra with identity, let II be a Hilbert space and let <I> 
be a completely positive linear map of ot into B(H) satisfYing <I>(I) = I, then 
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there exists a. Hilbertspace K containing H a.nd a representation II of ot 
into B(K) such that for the projection p of K onto H and x ~n ~. 
~ ( X ) = piT ( X ) I H 
3. 2 Remark. 
That if Ot is a von Neumann algebra and <ll is normal, then it is easily 
checked that II can be chosen normal. 
3.3 Leilll!l.a. 
Let ~ be a normal completely positive map of a von Neumann algebra A 
having property M into a von Neumann algebra B on a Hilbertspace H, which 
satisfies <ll(IA) = IB. 
Let t be a positive real number .l. 0 < t < 4 , if for each unitary u ~n A 
* <ll(u )<ll(u) ~ (1-t)I 
then there exists a normal homomorphisu ~ of A into B, with 
1 , , 
ll<ll- 1/JII < 4(2t) 2 (1+(1-4t) 2 )-2 
Proof. 
We use the notation in 3.1 and 3.2 so II is a non degenerated normal repre-
sentation of A into B(K), hence II(A) is a von Neumann algebra ( [7] ch. I 
§ 4.3 Cor.2 p.54). 
Let E be the central support projection for II then (I-E) A (I-E) G> II(A) 
~s a von Neumann algebra isomorphic to A, hence it has property P, so it follows 
that II (A) has property P. Choose r ~n coii(A) (p) () II(A)' where p is the 
projection onto H then 
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llr-pll ~sup Hpn(u) - n(u)pll = 
ueA 
u 
sup IIPII(u)(I-p)-(I-p)TI(u)pll = 
uEA 
u 
• • 1 
sup II(I-p)TI(u )pTI(u}{I-p)+pTI(u )(I-p)TI(u)pll 2 = 
u~A. 
u 
* 1 
sup (max(llpn(u }(I-p)TI(u)pll 2 
Uti-A 
u 
supllpn ( u * )n ( u)p-pii( u * )pii ( u)p II 
u~4. 
u 
supjii-~P(u*)~(u) II ~ < t~ 
u&A 
u 
~ 
= 
The argument in the proof of Lemoa 2.1 of [6] shows that the spectral projection 
q for r corresponding to the interval [t~ tl] has distance less than 2t~ from 
p, so for the operator x = qp + (I-q)(I-p) we obtain 
1 
III-xll = II (2q-I){q-p) II= llq-p11 ~ 2t 2 < 1 
Let x = uz be the polardecomposition of x then Lemma 2. 7 in [6] shows that u 
is unitary and 
1 1 , , 
II I-ull ~ 22 ( 2t 2 )(l+(l-4t) 2 )-2 
Since B is a von Neumann algebra and (II(A) 4.) p}" is the vreak closure of 
of the algebra generated by n(A) and p, we have p(IT(A) u p)" p is con-
tained in B, moreover since q is in IT(A)' n (IT(A) l) p)", u is in (IT(A) U p)" 
and satisfies upu * = q, so we may construct a homomorphism llJ of A into B by 
* Va (;A : llJ(a) = p u TI(a)up. 
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For each a in A1 
111/J(a) - ~(a) II = II pu*rr(a)up-pii(a)pll = ljq(II(a)u-urr{a) }pll :~ 
3.4 Theorem. 
Let ~ be a completely positive map of a von Neumann algebra A having 
property M onto a von Neumann algebra B and let t be a positive real number 
in the interval [0,1/84]. 
If~ satisfies 11~11~1 and ~~~-lll~(l+t) then there exists an 
isamorphiso 1/J of A onto B such that 
1 II ~-1/J II ~ a, 5t ~ + 7t. 
Proof. 
The proof is divided into some lemmas, some of which we will use later. 
3. 5 Ler:m:ta. 
Let ~ be a positive map of a von Neumann algebra A into a c* algebra a, 
and suppose that for same real positive t we have 
for all a in A 
then any z in A1 with ~(z) > 0 will satisfy z > -ti. 
Proof. 
Suppose z is ~n A1 and ~( z) .::_ 0, to any non negative real number s 
which is less than or equal to the norm of the negative part of z there exists 
a spectral projection e for z such that 
z ~ -se + (I-e) = I - (l+s)e so 
0 ~ ~(z) ~¢{I) - (l+s)~(e) ~ I-(l+s)~(e) 
1 = IIIII.::_ (l+s)ll~(e)il.::_ ~i:~~ llell. The lemma follows. 
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Let A be a von Neumann algebra and (I) a positive linear functional on A, 
then 'P is ca-lled singular if (I) dominates no positive normal functionals. The 
linear span of the positive singular functionals on A is denoted by 
we write A* 
A*= A.J.<±) A 
ll'r 1 ll'r 
\ 
for the predual of A ll'r and A for the dual, and have 
which means that the norm on A* is the sum of the norms on the 
components. 
In {[21], Th 1) Tomiyama shows, how this splitting of the dual space 
implies that any uniformly continuous linear mapping 
\ 
' 
~ of A into another von 
Neumann algebra B has a unique decomposition ~ = ~n + ~s into a a-weakly 
continuous part and a singular part. We just sketch the proof. Let ~tiB be the 
restriction of the transposed of ~ to B, and let ~ be the transposed of this 
map. 
In A** there exists a central projection p such that 
ll'rll'r ** {x ~A !f(x) = O,Vf ~A*} = (1-p)A 
then <l>n and <l>s are defined such that for each a in A 
and ~s(a) = ~((1-p)a). 
-It is easy to verify that <1> is completely positive whenever <1> is so, and 
Theorem 2.1 shows that the map a ~ pa is completely positive. So we get that 
both ~n and <l>s are completely positive/positive if ~ is so. 
3.6 Lemma. 
Let <1> be a positive map of a von Neumann algebra A onto a von Neumann 
algebra B, and ~ = ~n + ~s the canonical decomposition of <1> into it's 
normal and singular parts. If for a real number t in [0,1], 
II~ II < 1 and II m-111 < l+t 
Ia - ' 
then 
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Proof. 
Let S be the set of all positive nor.mal functionals on B with norm 1, 
fix an f in S and consider the set of families of pairwise orthogonal projections 
from the kernel of f o ~s, use Zorn t s lemma to obtain a maximal family ( p a) a ED • 
If r = ~D is different to I, then since the fUnctional f o ~s is positive 
and singular there exists a projection q in A such that q ~ I-r, q ~ 0 and 
f o 4ls(q) = o, contradicting the maiximality of (p ) ED" ([20] Th.3 Cor.l p.l97). 
a a 
Define z in B and x in A by z = ~(I) - I ~(p ) and x = ~-1 (z), 
a ED a 
then for any finite subset D of D, ~(I- I p -x) > 0 and so lemma 3.5 
0 aED a -
applies and we obtain -ti < I- I p -x, hencg x < ti and 0 < z = IP(x) < 'l 
aED a 
t4>(I) < ti. 0 
For any finite subset D0 of D we get 
!If o 4>sll = jfo~s(I- } p )~fo ~(I- l p) -1- f(x) ~llxll ~ t. a~D a a.€D a 
0 0 
which shows that ll~s II ~ t. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Choose z in A such that ~(z) = I, then the Schwarz-inequality in ( [13] 
Theorem 2, p.4) shows that 
(1) 
by using Lema 3.6 and (1) we obtain 
(2) ~0 (I) ~ ((l+t)-2-t)I > i~o I for t < 1/4 • 
W • n e m~ then nor.mal1ze ~ and get a completely positive nammel map r 
of A into B which satisfies 
r(I) = I by defining 
, , 
r(x) = ~n(I)-~ ~n(x) ~n(I)-2 
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Next we want to show that r maps A onto B, and to cO!!lpute bounds for 
r-1 and II <1>-r II • 
We start with 11\I>-r II let x be in A if we then use (2) and Lemma 3.6 
(3) 
6 . . . -1 Lemma 3. 1s used aga1n to obta1n a bound for r • 
llxll2.. (l+t)ll <I>n(x) + 4> 6 (x) II 2.. (l+t)!jr(x)ll + t(1+t)llxll 
(4) Vx ~A: (1-t-t ) 2 ) (1+t )-1 11 x II 2.. llr<x>ll 2.. II xll 
{ 4 I ) Vx E A: (1+1/4)-1 llx112..llr(x)ll 2..llxll 
It is now clear that r(A) is a nomc1osed subspace and further r(A) has the 
property that for any y in B there exists z1 1n r{A) such that 
II y-zl II 2.. 3/4 IIY II ' te.ke just z 1 to be r ( <P-l (y)) 
Continue in this w~ i.e. to y-z 1 find z2 in r(A) with 
II {y-z1 ) - z211 2.. 3/4lly-z1ll 2.. (3/4) 2 IIYII 
l!(y-z 1-•••-zn-l)- znll2.. (3/4)n IIYII we m~ conclude that r maps A onto B. 
The next step is to show that r carries a unitary over into a nearly unitary 
operator. To this purpose vre want to introduce the objects (IT,K,p) from 'Jheorem 3•1 
for the completely positive map r. 
Pick a unitary u in A and suppose that there exists a projection q in B 
such that r(u)q = 0, then for x = r-1 (q} Lemma 3.5 and (4') yields 
(5) .. 1/4 I 2._ x 2._ 5/4 I and 
Consider r(ux) and r(u)r(x), the for.mer has no~ greater than or equal to 4/5, 
- 1~ -
while the latter is equal to zero, if we just recall that r(x) 2 = r(x), 
then the following computation is straight forward. 
4/5 ~ llr<ux>ll = llr(ux) - r(u)r(x)ll = IIPII(u)(~-p)IT(x)pll < 
1 1 1 
llr(x2-x) 11 2 ~llx2-xll 2 < (5/16) 2 < 4/5 
We continue to look at r(u), let wa be the polardecomposition of r(u). 
Then we have just proved that w is unitary, and now we want to show that a 
is close to I. 
It is well known that r(u) is the average of the two unitaries 
1 1 
r(u) + iw(I-a2) 2 ; r(u) - iw(I-a2 ) 2 
then by (4), 
The Schwarz-inequality r(x*)r(x) ~ r(x*x) for completely positive maps is then 
used and we get the following inequality, which enables us to use Lemma 3.1. 
* * * I - r(u )r(u) = I-a2 = r(x )r(x) ~ r(x x) ~ (k2-l)I = 
( (l+t )2 - (l-t-t2 )2 Hl-t-t2 J£ ~ 4t + 7t2 
Let ~ be a homomorphism of A into B which satisfies 
1 1 
llljl-rll ~ 4(8t+ 14t2)l!(l+(l-16t -28t2)-2 < 
1 1 1 
4(8,2 t) 2 (11/6)-2 < 8,5 t 2 < 1. 
We m~ then repeat the argument, which showed that r is onto, to show that ~ 1s 
1 
onto and 1j1 is an isOI!lorphism of A onto B with II1P-41ll ~ 8,5 t 2 + 7t • 
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4. illturbation of von Neumann alge-bras. 
Recall that a von Neumann algebra A on a Hilbertspace H has extension 
property if there exists a projection of norm one from B(H) onto A. ([23] ). 
It is well known that if A has property P then A' has extension 
property (Proposition 4.4.15 [17]), but then A has extension property ( [22]) 
so property M is stronger than extension property. 
4.1 Theorem. 
Two von Neumann algebras A and B on a Hilbertspace H for which 
IIA-BII < 1/169 are isomorphic vie. a unitary u in (AUB)" with 
+1 
II l-ull ~ 19 IIA-BII 2 , if A has property M and B has extension property. 
Proof. 
Let IT be a projection of norm one from B(H) onto B and let ~ be the 
restriction of IT to A, then ~ is completely positive ([?4]; Th.l). 
Define k = IIA-BII and let x be in A, then since II is a projecticn 
lln(x)-xll = llrr(x-y)-(x-y) II for any y in B, so 
llxll ~ ll~(x)ll = !lrr(x)ll ~ llxll-llx-IT(x)ll .> llxll- 2kl!xll = (1+2k{l-2k)-1 )-1llxll • 
If we decompose ~ into its normal and singular parts ~n and ~s we find as 1n 
section 3 that ~n is completely positive and II IPs II.::_ 2k(l-2k)-1 • 
Since the identities of A and B coincide we get 
and we mey normalize ~n. Call the normalized map r. 
for all x in A. 
For any unitary u in A we have the norm of the elemetn z given by 
z =(u-~(u)) + ~s(u) is less than or equal to 2k(l+(l-2k)-1 ). 
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According to Lemma 3.3 there exists a homomorphism ~ of A into B with 
, 1 1 
II~ -rll,:. 4(16,3k) 2 (1+(1-32~6k) 2 ) ,:_12,1k 2 
For any x in A1 II ~(x) -iP(x} II .:_ 
and 
llw(x)- r(x)ll + llr(x) - iPn(I)~ r(-x) iPn(I)all + II~P8 (x}ll.:_ 
12,lk; + 211 qP(I)-III + 2k(l-2k)-1 .:_ 
(12,lk~ + 6k(l-2k)-1 ) .:. 12,lk~ + 6,02k 
, 1 
llw(x)-xll.:.llw(x)- iP(x)ll +II x- II(x)ll .:_12,lk2 +8,02k < l2,8k2 < 1 
so 1jJ is injective. 
For any y in B1 there exists x ~n A1 such that II x-y II .:_ k. 
, , 
ll~<x>-YII.:.IIw<x>- <ll(x>ll +II~P<x>-Yil,:. 1,o2k + l2,lk2 < 12,ak2 < 1. 
An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 3. 4 shows then 
that 1jJ is an isomorphism of A onto B, and the theorem is then a consequence 
of the following proposition. 
I have been told (E.St¢rmer) that A. Cannes has formulated a similar propo-
sition and given a similar proof to it. 
4.2 Proposition. 
Let iP 'be an isomorphism of a von Neumann algebra A with property M onto 
a von Neumann algebra B acting on the same Hilbertspace H. 
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If for any x in A1 II cll(x)-x II ~ k < 1 then there exists a unitary w in 
(A U B)" such that 
~(x) • = w xw for all x in A and 
Proof. 
Consider the Hilbertspace H ® H and the von Neumann algebra C on this 
space given by 
0 ) a~A} 
~(x) 
Since C has property M there exists an operator x in 
coc ( 00 : ) /)C' 
Take a unitary u in A then 
and we see that x has the form x= c Yo) for some y in (A U B)" and 
that y has the property that for any u * in A u y ~ ( u) = y and 
!II-YII ~ sup llr-u*~(u) II~ sup llx-~(x) II~ k < 1 
UG Au x ~Al 
Let wa be the pols.rdecamposition then standard technique shows that for any x 
in A • w xw = tiJ(x) and Lemma 2. 7 of 6 shows that w is unitary and 
4.3 Remark. 
Proposition 4.2 needs not hold only for type M algebras, we actually think 
that proposition 4.2 might be valid in general or perhaps with individual bounds 
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on k for different algebras. 
It is easy to check that the only two points where property M is used in 
the precedent is, the proof of Lemma 3.3 and the proof of proposition 4.2. Actually 
it is so that we do not need anything more than proposition 4.2 to prove Lemma 3.3. 
Consider a situation (TI(A},p,K) as in Lemma 3.3, where p nearly commutes 
with TI(A) then the isomorphism of TI(A) given by IT(x) + (2p-I)TI(x)(2p-I) is 
close to the identity isomorphism and the assumption on A shows that there exists 
a unitary w in (TI(A) u p)" such that w is close to I and 
* w (2p-I) t. (TI(A) u p)" () TI(A) 1 , and we are in the situation where the original proof 
may continue. 
Next we want to show that proposition 4.2 is valid when A and B are sub-
algebras of a finite algebra. 
4.4 Proposition. 
Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra, B and C sub von Neumann algebras. 
ri> and isomorphism of B onto C satisfying sup llx-ri>(x)ll < k < 1, then there 
x€.B1 
exists a unitary u in A such that for each x in B 
* u xu = ri>(x) and 
Proof. 
Let K denote the o-weakly closed convex hull of the set of operators 
ri>(u*}u with u unitary in B, we will then use the Ryll-Nardzewski's Fixed Point 
Theorem to prove the existence oi' a z in K such that 
* ri>(u )zu = z for every unitary u in B. 
The topology which we will consider on A is the ultra-strong topology given 
by the seminorms * X + q>(X X}, c.p a positive normal functional on A. 
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The weak topology corre13ponding to this is the cr-weak topology, a topology 
in which K is compact. 
Take X 
finite trace 
and y ~n K, and suppose x ~ y then there exists a normal 
on A such that T((x-y)*(x-y)) ¢ O, but then since 
~ * * * T((~{u )(x-y)u) {~{u )(x-y)u)) = T{(x-y) {x-y)) 
the action * x + ~(u )xu of the unitary group in B on K is non contracting and 
there exists a common fixpoint z in K, ( [21). 
The rest of the proof follows from the proof of proposition 4.2. 
5. Pertw:·bation results for C algebras. 
Unfortunately the methods which we have used in the von Neumann algebra 
. . * case are not strong enough to show un~tary equ~valence for two close C algebras, 
whose weak closures have property M, but the methods can for strongly amenable 
c* algebras ~ and vS show that the second dual of Cit. is isomorphic to the second 
dual of iJ • John Phillips showed in [15] that for two close c* algebras {)[. and /3 
there exists an orderisamorphism between the set of ideals, an isomorphism which 
is determined in such a we:y that the image of an ideal '!:/ in OZ. is the only ideal 
0 in fib which is close to if. 
. * Let us cons~der the C algebra C(H) of all compact operators on a Hilbertspace 
H, is it well known that the second dual of C{H) is B{H) and that C(H) is an 
ideal of B(H). 
In [3} * Berglund proves that the only C algebras which has the property that 
they are ideals in their second duals are sub-algebras of C(H) for same Hilbert-
space H. * Algebras with this property are called ideal or dual C algebras. 
Theorem. 
Let Ot. and c8 be * C algebras on a Hilbertspace H, if lldl- rOll < k < 1/600 
and tJt, is ideal then there exists a unitary u in (tJt,u/3 )" such that 
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u •£8u = tJt and II I-u II .:_ 299k. 
Proof. 
Since dl is isomorphic to a subalgebre. of the algebra of compact operators 
on same Hilbertspace, the weak closure ~ of dt is of type I. 
If we then use Theorem 4.1 of [6] and the result u in [12] that 
II at -£11,:. k, we may find a unitary u in (ot u/3 )" such that III-ull .:_ 299k 
~- -
and u tE u = (}'(;. The second dual of ()(. has the property that any representation 
IT of ()'(., can be lifted to a normal representation of the second dual onto the 
weak closure of IT(~). If we use this property on the identical representation 
of dt on H, 
Define 
we see .that tt ~s an ideal of ot• 
I • .,.., 
'& = u V.7u then 
lloz:- <&II .:.!lot-~ II + 1113-~11 .:. k+2III-ull < 599/6oo < 1. 
The work [15] shows that for any representation TI of tit, 
Consider a representation n of 0{, with kernel t)t., then the inequality above 
shows that tj, must be contained in the kernel of n, hence ~ is an ideal 
c* algebra. By symmetry ()t = ~ and the theorem follows. 
5. 2 Lemma. 
Let T be locally compact space,let f be a bounded complex function on T, 
and let k be a positive real number less than one. 
If to any polynomial p(f) of f and I there is a continuous 
function g, such that lip( f) - gil~ kll p(f) II then f is continuous. 
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Proof. 
We will let C(T) denote the bounded continuous functions on T. 
If we suppose that f is not continuous, then there will be two different 
characters ~ and n on the c* algebra generated by C(T) and f, 
whose restrictions to C(T) coincide. 
Since f{~) ::f f(n) there exists a polynomial p such that llp(f) II ~ 1; 
p(f) (~) < - l;k and p(f)(n) 
II s-p(f) II ~ kll p(f>ll· 
l+k 
<-
2 ' 
but for any g in C(T) with 
l+k < jp{f)(~)-p(f)(n)l ~ jp(f)(~)-g(~)l + lg(n)-p{f)(n)l < 2k < l+k. 
f is then in C(T) and the lemma follows. 
5. 3 Theorem. 
Let (/[ be a commutative c*algebra on a Hilbertspace H and let d3 be a 
* t if Pt and IS both have units, 
C algebra on H such that lint-~ II ~ k < 1/iO;( then there exists a unitary u 
in ( (Jt u If; ) " such that u *£ u = ()t and 
Proof. 
Use Cor. 3.3 in [6} to find a unitary u ~n (tit U /3 )" such that 
u* iJ u = t!t. and 
then 
llu* d3 u- dt II ~ IIOl-4311 + 211 I-ull < 1, 
and Lemme. 5. 2 shows that u *fJ u = Ol. 
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In [12] Kadison and Kastler suggest that neighbouring representations are 
unitarily equivalent, a suggestion which partially was settled in the afirmative 
in [15]. Here we want to prove a sharper version of the result in [15], a version 
which with respect to limits on the constant k is best possible for the formulation. 
5.4 Theorem. 
* Let (}l be a C algebra and let II and p be non degenerated neighbourhing 
representations of dt. on a Hilbertspace H with 
sup II II(x) - p (x) II .::_ k < 1. 
xe: Gt'l 
If either (II(OZ,))" has property M or (H(tlt) 1.) p(OZ:))" is finite then II 
and p are equivalent via a unitary u in (II(tft.) lJ p( Ot)" such that 
Proof. 
Write Ker(II) and Ker(p) for kernels of IT and p and consider the 
restriction of II to Ker( p), then the assumption on II arid p shows that 
II ( ( Ker ( p ) 1) .::. {X e IT ( Ker ( p ) ) I II X II .::. k} , 
which can only be the case if IT(Ker(p)) = o. 
By symmetry we get Ker(IT) = Ker(p) and we may define an isomorphism ~· 
of II(ot) onto p(Ot) by ~·(rr(x)) = p(x). 
Our next task is to show that we can extend ~' to an isomorphism of 
II (01-) onto p (ot). 
In order to do that we want to consider the space H@ H aga~n and the 
algebra 
0 
) z ~ II( Cit). ~'(z) ' 
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Suppose that for same z in IT(ot'), (~ ~) belongs to ~ , then the 
Kaplansky density Theorem shows that there exists a net ( za) a6: D in IT(O'{) 
with llza.ll,::.llzll suchthat za. converges stronglyto z and ~'(zcx) 
converges strongly to 0, but then converges strongly to z and 
It is now clear that we have got a bijective linear extension ~ of ~· 
from IT(~) onto p(()(J, by defining for (~ 0) -y €fi3, ~(x) = Y• 
Since ~ is a selfadjointalgebra it also follows that ~ is a * isamor-
phism, in fact ( x0 0 )( Y ~(x) 0 ~(y)) = (~ ~(x)~(y)) 
so ~(xy) = ~(x)~(y). 
Moreover the Kaplansky density theorem shows again that 
SUL_ II x- ~(x) II .::._ k 
XciT(Ut.J 1 
so we may apply proposition 4.2 or 4.4 to get the desired conclusion. 
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